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Abstract: Unification is the problem to solve equations f first order terms by finding (all) 
substitutions into their variables that make these two terms equal. Matching is the problem to 
solve equations, where only one of the terms has to be instantiated by the substitution. Usually 
research in unification theory does not take care of the problems arising with matching, as it is 
considered as a special form of unification. We r call the various def'mitions of matching from the 
literature and we compare matching and unification in a moregeneral framework called restricted 
unification. We show that matching and unification in collapse free equational theories b have 
similar with respect to the existence and the cardinality of minimal complete sets of solutions. We 
present some counterexamples where matching and unification behave differently, especially we 
give an equational theory, in which the existence of solutions for unification problems is decidable, 
for matching problems, however, this is undecidable. Matching and restricted unification as d fined 
here are equivalent to extending the given signature by free constants. Our counterexamples show 
that unification may become undecidable, if we add new free constants o the signature. 
Key Words: equational theory, unification, matching, restricted unification, collapse free the ry. 
1. What is Matching? 
There arc various definitions of 'matching' in the literature. Sometimes matching is 
declared as one-sided unification ('semi-unification'), e.g. Huet (1976), Szabo (1982), 
Btirckert et al. (1987, 1988): 
(1.1) A substitution/.t matches aterm t to a term s, i f f  s =/./s =/.it. 
Sometimes matching is defined as the computation of instance substitutions ('filtering'); 
Huet (1976), Huet & Oppcn (1980), Fagcs& Huct (1983, 1986), Mzali (1986): 
(1.2) A substitution/.t matches aterm t to a term s, i f f  s =/.tt. 
The difference between these two definitions is in the variables that we allow to substitute 
into. With (I.2) the substitution {x ~-- g(x)} is a matchcr off(x) tof(g(x)), while with 
(1.1) these terms do not match. 
If both definitions arc extended to equational matching (that is matching with respect 
to an equational theory), there arc in addition some ambiguities in the definition o f  most 
general matchers. Before setting on a formal definition we will ask ourselves: 
What is the idea of a 'most general marcher', that we like to capture in a y definition? 
For example, a set of most general matchers hould be a base for all matchcrs of  a given 
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problem. Hence it should 
- represent the set of all rnatchers (completeness), 
- contain o redundant matchers (minimality). 
Both representation a d redundancy ought o be based on some suitable instance relation 
between substitutions. 
However, which instance relation is appropriate and generates all marchers? 
In unification theory instantiation is defined in terms of composition of substitutions: A 
substitution o'is an instance ofanother substitution "r,iff there exist some substitution 
such that a and the composition ~,~: coincide on a distinguished set of variables. If we 
compare the definitions of matchers of both kinds (1.1) and (1.2) and distinguish only 
those variables for the instance relation that are not blocked for substitution, then there are 
instances that are not matchers:/.t := {x e--fly)} is a most general matcher o fx  tof(y), 
and {x ~---f(a)} is an instance of #, but not a matcher. 
On the other hand an example of Fages & Huet (1983/86) shows that, if we 
compare marchers of kind (1.2) on all variables of the given problem, # = {x r is 
not a most general matcher o fx  tof(y), since/t is an instance of the matcher 8 = {x r 
f(y), y 6-- z}. However, notice that 8 is not a matcher in the sense of definition (1.1). 
Later we will give an example to demonstrate that thecomparison of matchers on 
the variables, that are allowed to be substituted, would result in mgm's that generate the 
whole set of all substitutions (for both of the above matching definitions). In other words 
they may not serve as representatives for the matchers. 
The best way to overcome these problems with the matching operation is to have a 
second look at applications of matching, which arise in 
- the reduction relation of term rewriting systems 
- the subsumption relation in automated theorem proving 
- the completeness and minimality tests for unifier sets 
- pattern matching. 
All these applications have in common, that one can assume that the terms to be matched 
have disjoint variable sets (or else can appropriately be renamed). In this case the two 
definitions (1.1) and (1.2)are quivalent. 
On the other hand we can reduce the more general filtering problems (1.2) to semi- 
unification problems (1.1): We semi-unify the terms after renaming the variables of one of 
them with new variables and then compose the resulting semi-unifiers with the renaming 
substitution i order to obtain the filtering substitutions ( ee below). 
For that reason we can restrict ourselves to the matching definition (1.1). However, 
since this appears to be just a special form of unification, one may ask, if matching 
inherits all the properties of unification? 
We want to investigate this problem in a more general setting. We extend the 
notions of matching and unification to a common generalisation, called variable restricted 
unification. Recall that matching as in definition (1.1) is a form of unification, where the 
variables of one term are blocked - or saying it the other way round: Only certain 
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variables are allowed to be substituted into. 
From a logical point of view unification of terms s 1 ..... s n with terms t1 ..... t n in an 
equational theory E can be formulated as the problem to 
f ind  assignments fo r  the existentially quantified variables in 
E ~_-Tx: sl = tl ..... sn = tn 
where ;~ denotes the vector o f  all variables in s 1 ..... Sn, t I, .... tn, 
and matching the terms tl ..... t n to the terms 1, .... s n in the theory E is stated as: 
f ind assignments fo r  the existentially quantified variables in 
E ~ Vy .3x :  s I = t 1 ..... s n = t n 
where 2 denotes the vector o f  all variables in sl ..... sn 
and x is the vector o f  the remainingvariables of  t 1 ..... t n. 
A natural extension is the problem of finding assignments for the existentially quantified 
variables in 
E ~ Vy_ 3x :  s 1 = t 1 ..... sn = tn 
where )~ is the vector of an arbitrary subset of the variables of s I ..... Sn,t I ..... t n and the 
vector x contains the remaining variables. We call this problem V-restricted unification, 
where V is the set of variables ubstitution we can substitute into, and we denote the 
blocked variables by V c. Thus the set of all variables of a V-restricted unification problem 
is the disjoint union of V and V c. 
Notice, that our way of distinguishing between two'cases of variables has nothing 
in common with distinguishing a subset of the variables as primary and the rest as 
auxiliary variables. In the latter case both the primary and the auxiliary variables are 
existentially quantified, and one distinguishes between them only in the sense that one is 
not interested in the substitutions for auxiliary variables, while our blocked variables are 
not allowed to have any substitution atall. 
Recently some further distinction of variables became interesting: Some variables 
may serve as parameters for the problem. These variables are also universally quantified 
as our blocked variables. However, the ordering of the existential and the universal 
quantifiers i just the other way round than in our restricted unification problems (Comon 
1986; Kirchner & Lescanne 1987; Comon & Lescanne 1988). 
A more pragmatic motivation for the notion of V-restricted unification is, for 
example, that solution transformations of E-matching problems often destroy the implicit 
ordering of the matching problem or introduce new variables (Mzali 1986). Hence the 
variables to be substituted into have to be made explicit anyway in many applications. 
2. Restricted Unification 
Our following definitions are consistent with the notions in equational logic (Taylor 
1979), universal algebra (Gr~tzer 1979; Burris & Sankappanavar 1979), and unification 
theory (Siekmann 1984, 1986, 1987; Huet & Oppen 1980; Fages & Huet 1983, 1986; 
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Btirckert et al. 1987). 
Given a signature X-  a finite set FUN s of function symbols together with their 
arities and an infinite set of variables VARy-  we denote the term algebra over 2~ by T$; 
its elements are called ~_,-terms. The set of  endomorphisms on T~-  called ,F-substitutions 
- that move only a finite set of  variables is denoted by SUB S. We omit 2~ if the signature 
is fixed and clear from the context. 
For a term t ~Twe write Var(t) for the set of vaxiables occurring in tand we extend 
this notation to tupels, sets, and other objects containing terms. For a substitution o'the 
finite set of  variables DOMtr  := {x ~ VAR: crx ~x} is the domain of ty, the finite set 
CODer := {o'x: x ~ DOMff} is its codomain, and VCODcr := Var(CODcr) are the variables 
introduced by ty. We represent a substitution tr by the set of  its substitution components 
{x 4-- ox: x ff DOMcr}. 
A (variable) renaming p of a set of  variables V is a substitution with DOMp = V, 
CODp _c VAR \ V, and px ~ py for all variables x,y ~ V with x ~ y. Given a renaming 
P := {xl ~-- Yl ..... xn r Yn} of the set of  variables V = {xl, .... xn}, then the converse 
pc := {Yl 4-- x I ..... Yn 4-- xn} is a renaming of the set of variables CODp = {Yl ..... yn}. 
The restriction o~ v of  cr ~ SUB to a set of  variables V is defined as ff/vx := fix, i fx  ~ V, 
and o'/vx := x, otherwise. For a fixed set of variables V we denote the set of  V-restrictions 
by SUB/v := {6/W cr ~ SUB}. Obviously SUB/v is  the set {or ~ SUB: DOMcr f f  V}. 
A pair s = t of  terms is called an equation over ,r, or a X-equation. A finite set 
E -- {s I = t 1 ..... s, = t~} of L-equations - called an axiomatisation over ~-  generates an 
equational theory ~E over Z, by the model theoretic losure E := {s = t: E ~ s = t} of E, 
i.e., the set of  all equations s = t hat are true in every Y.-model of  E. As wellknown this is 
equivalent o the proof  theoretic closure {s = t: E ~ s = t} of E, i.e., the set of all 
equations s = t that are deducib le f rom E - and can also be viewed as the finest 
congruence relation =E on Tcontaining all pairs o's = trt with cr E SUB and s = t ~ E. 
THEOREM. E ~ cr = t iff E t- s = t iff s =e t. (Birkhoff 1935) 
We use the algebraic notation =g and call it E-equality. We want to emphasize that the 
notion of  an equational theory always relies upon a given fixed signature. This plays a 
significant role in our investigation of  the relationship between unification and matching. 
E-equality is extended to substitutions by o" =g 'c [V], i f f  fix =E zx Vx E V, where 
V is any set o f  variables. An E-instance relation on substitutions i a quasi-ordering on 
SUB def ined by (V ~VAR):  
crLE~[V ] iff 3L: ty=EJ~[V  ]. 
It induces an E-equivalence r lation on substitutions by: 
cr-~ 7: [V] i ff  a_>e ~ [V] and 9 2g tr [V]. 
Given an equational theory E and a finite set F of term pairs together with a subset 
V f f  Var(F) of  their variables is called a V-restricted E-unification problem (over ,Y,) and 
denoted by: 
(F /  V)E: = (s I = t 1 ..... s n = tn /V)E  
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A solution (called a V-restricted E-unifier) of such a problem is any substitution cr with 
DOM(r c3 V c = 0 and with crs i =E ~ for each i with 1 _<i -<n (we use the abbreviation 
V c := Var(F) \10. The set of solutions is denoted by 
U~(F/ V) = UE(sl = tl ..... sn = ~, / V). 
Special cases are Var(F)-restricted E-unification, that is (unrestricted) E-unification, and 
Var(t 1 ..... tn)\ Var(s 1 ..... sn)-restricted E-unification, that is E-matching of t 1 ..... t n to 
sl ..... sn. We sometimes denote the solution sets of these special problems by UE(F) and 
ME(F), respectively. 
In order to keep proofs simpler we only consider solutions that substitute at most 
into the variables of V and introduce no variable of V and that are separated in the sense 
that every two different solutions introduce different new variables (with the exception of 
the blocked variables). This can be done without loss of generality as substitutions that do 
not satisfy these restrictions ean be replaced by suitable renamed substitutions that are 
E-equivalent to the original ones. Hence in the following we assume that DOMa f f  V for 
the solutions of (F /V  )b  in addition we usually assume that different solutions have no 
newly introduced variables in common (separation). 
As usual we are interested in minimal and complete sets of  V-restricted E-unifiers or 
solution bases that are sets of substitutions #UE(F/V) with 
(I.tU1) pUE(F/ V) f f  UE(F/ V) (correctness) 
(~tU2) g 8 E UE(I-'/ V) B a ~ pUE(F / V) with 8 >-E cr [Var(l")] (completeness) 
(gU3) V ff, ~ e #U~(F/ V) with a>..v'c [Var(I-)l: a='c (minimality) 
Complete sets of V-restricted E-unifiers cUE(F~ V) (solution sets with (gU1) and 0xU2)) 
will always exist, however, minimal and complete sets need not exist. If a base exists, all 
bases of the problem are unique up to the equivalence ~ [Var(F)]. Hence we have the 
following Uniqueness Theorem (Fages & Huet 1986). 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM, All solution bases of a V-restricted E-unification problem 
have the same cardinality and differ at most by E-equivalence of their 
elements. 
Proof: Let #U 1 and #U 2 be two minimal and complete solution sets of (F /V)E .  Then 
there exists a bijection r #U1-4 #U 2 with O(ffl) ---e crl lVar(r)] for all cr I ~ #UI: For 
each cr I ~ I~U 1 choose some cr 2 E pU 2 with a 1 ->E 05_ [Var(F)] by the completeness of
#U2 and define ~l(Crl) := ~2" II 
This holds more generally for minimal generators of an arbitrary quasi-ordered set, 
that is a set with a reflexive and transitive relation (e.g., an E-unifier set with an 
E-instance relation): Given a quasi-ordered set (U, >-) and subsets #U 1, #U 2 satisfying 
V S ~ U 3 cr ~ #Ui: S >_ cr and V or, f; ~#Ui: cr_>'r ~ o- = ~. Then there exists a 
bijection r #U 1 ~ #U 2 with r - cr 1 for all cr 1 ~ #U1, where -= is the equivalence 
relation on U induced by the quasi-ordering. 
Complete solution sets represent the set of all solutions of a problem ( F /V  )E in 
the sense that all substitutions in SUB/v that are E-instances of elements of cUE(F / V) are 
solutions and they are the only solutions. 
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REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Let ( F / V )E be a V-restricted E-unification problem 
with a complete solution set cUe(F~ V) and let ~ ~ SUB/v. 
Then: S ~ UE(F ] V) iff S >-~ a [Var(F)] for some a ~ cU~(F/V) .  
Proof." One direction is just the completeness of cUE(F /V) .  The other direction is an 
immediate consequence of the instantiation closedness of solution sets: 
S ~n a War(F)] and a ~ U~(F/V)  imply 8 a Us(F / V). [] 
If we would compare the solutions with respect o 2 E [V], there would be too many 
instances of the elements of a solution base. For example, consider the theory axiomafized 
by E := {f(g(x)) = f(x)} and the E-matching problem (f(x) = f(y) / {y} )E then the 
singleton {do} with ~0 := {Y 4- x} is minimal and complete with respect o _>/~ [{y}]. 
Notice that this is also a minimal and complete solution set in the sense of the matching 
definitions of Fages & Huet (1986). However, {y 4- a} is an instance of "r 0, but of 
course not an E-matcher of the problem. Still worse every substitution is an instance of v0 
with respect o ->E [{Y}], but of course not all of them are solutions to this E-matching 
problem. A solution base in the sense of our definition is the set {'c,~ : n >_ O} with the 
substitutions "rn := {y +--gn(x)). 
The first one of the following Decomposition Theorems shows that complete 
solution sets for restricted unification problems with more than one equation can be 
solved sequentially by applying ('propagating') the elements of a complete solution set of 
the first equation to the remaining ones and composing a complete set for this instantiated 
rest with the solutions of the first equation. The second Decomposition Theorem is a 
quasi parallel version: Complete solution sets can be computed by solving all single 
equations in parallel and 'merging' their solution sets together, where the substitution 
componenents for common variables have to be 'post-unified' (compatibility est). 
DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 1. Let cU be a complete solution set for  ( s = t~ V)  E, 
let cUabe complete solution sets of (as '= at'/Var(tyV)\VC)Efor all ty ~ cU. 
Then the set 
U := {(~a)/v: a E cU, ~ e cU~ 
is a complete solution set for the system (s = t, s' = t'/ V )E. 
Proof:  We assume that the solutions atisfy suitable separation conditions. Obviously 
every substitution in U is a solution of ( s  = t, s' = t ' /V )E .  Now, let ~ be an arbitrary 
solution of ( s  = t, s" = t ' /V )E .  Then tSis also a solution of (s  = t~ V)E. Hence there is a 
more general solution cr in cU, i.e. 3 =E )~cr War(s, t, s', t')] for some suitable X. Without 
loss of generality & can be chosen, such that DOML c_ Var(oV) and hence ,% is a solution 
of the problem ( as' = o7' / Var(aV) )E. Thus there is a more general solution , ~ CUo~ 
i.e., Jt,= E ) , ' ,War (as ' ,  at')]. Hence 8=g;c 'z tY lVar(s ,  t, s', t')], which shows the 
completeness of U. 9 
For the second Decomposition Theorem the reader should notice that a substitution 
{x 1 r t~ ..... x n ~-- tn} can also be viewed as a set of equations {x I -- t 1 ..... x ,  = t n} and 
hence substitutions can define unification problems. In addition we need the union a u 
of two substitutions a,~: with disjoint domains: 
(or ~ ~)x := ox i fx ~ DOMty and (o" t# ~)x := ~x i fx e DOMe. 
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DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 2. Let cU and cU' be complete sets of solutions for 
( s = t /V )E  and for ( s' = t" / V )E. Let cU(ff, if') be complete solution sets 
for ( cr, o" / Var(or, o')\Vc)Efor all a ~ cU, o" ~ cU'.Then the set 
U := [Z[v : 9 ~ cU(a, 03, a ~ cU, ~ ~ cUT 
is a complete solution set for  the system ( s = t, s' = t' / V )r. 
Proof: Again we assume that the solutions atisfy suitable separation conditions. Let 
"c ~ cU(o', o'). Then we have r =E "COX Vx ~ DOMOr and ~7c" =E ~o'X' Vx' ~ DOMd.  
Hence ~lv is an E-instance of both crand cr' on Var(s, t, s', t'), and therefore a solution of 
(s  = t, s" = t ' /V)E .  This proves the correctness of U. For the completeness let 8 be any 
solution of ( s = t, s' = t' / V )~. Then 8 is also a solution of both problems ( s = t / V )8 
and (s '= t ' /V  )8. Hence there are more general substitutions or e cU and o" ~ cU', i.e., 
there are ~,~' with 5 =E ~,a[Var(s,t)] and 6 =E )~'0" [Var(s',t')]. Notice that ,~, and ~,' can 
be chosen, such that DOM)~ c_Var(crs, fft) and DOMe," ffVar(~s',c~'t') and fi ~ ~, t j  ~,' 
is a solution of ( or, o"/Var(cr, cr')\Vc) E. Hence there is a more general "c ~ cU(cr, o'), 
i.e.. we have S ~ ,~ ~ ,~' =E 0V [Var(cr, cr')] for a suitable substitution 0. By the 
restrictions for the domains of S, ~, Z' we have ~ = (5 u 9~ u ~,')]v =e O~]v [V]. This 
proves the completeness of U. [] 
Restricted unification can be reduced to unrestricted unification by a simple 
transformation of the underlying signature. Given a V-restricted E-unification problem 
(/- '/  V )E over the signature 2;, then it can be restated as an unrestricted E-unification 
problem over the signature Z'*, where VARy, = VAR$ \ V c and FUN~, =FUN$ ~ V e, 
i.e., the blocked variables are considered as new constants. This transformation i duces a 
bijective mapping between the corresponding sets of terms, substitutions, and so on. 
Solving the problem in the signature ,L-'* and mapping the solutions back to Z will result 
in a bijection between the corresponding solution bases. This becomes better visible, if 
we introduce the following quasi-ordering on the substitutions cr, ~: ~ SUB/v 
cr ~ "r iff ~ ,~ ~ SUB with DOM& c3 V c = ~, such that o" =E A,'C [V], 
and if we define minimality and completeness of olution sets with respect to this quasi- 
ordering. 
This definition reflects the requirement that further instantiation of blocked variables 
is not allowed. Notice, that Ug(F/V)  is a subset of SUB/v and that by this transformation 
the substitutions )~~ SUB with DOMe, c3 V c = ~ will become the substitutions over the 
transformed signature Z*. This notation, although more elegant from a theoretical point of 
view, is less common than our definition and more difficult to handle in proofs. 
We close this section with a result that makes the relationship between the two 
matching definitions (1.1) and (1.2) discussed in the introductory section more precise. 
Let FE(1-" ) := {# ~ SUB: s i = #t i (1 _~i _~n)}, where /~ {si= ti: (1 _~i ~_~)}, be 
the set of E-filters of  t I ..... t n to s 1 ..... s n, i.e., the set of E-matchers in the sense of 
definition (1.2). If we E-match the renamed terms pt~ ..... pt  n to s~ ..... sn in the sense of 
our 'restrcited unification' definition above and compose the resulting E-matchers with the 
renaming p, we obtain the E-filters (Btirckert et at. 1988). 
PROPOSITION. FE(I') = ME(s 1 = pt I ..... s n = pt,,) o p (on Var(F)). 
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Proof." Let 8 ~ Fg(/"), that is s i =E 6ti (1 _~i _<n), and let p be a renaming of Var(s 1 ..... s n) 
with new variables. Then we defineC' by 6'x := x for all x ~ Var(s 1 ..... sn), S'y:= 6~y 
for all y ~ CODp, and finally 8'z := 8z for all other variables z. Then we have 8's~ = s i, 
S'ptl = 8ti (1 <_ i ~ n) and thus 8' ~ ME(s 1 = pt 1 ..... Sn = pt~ ). By definition we have 
8 = S'p War(F) ] .  We have proved that FE(F) c_ ME(s 1 = pt I ..... s n =ptn)  o p. The 
other direction is obvious. 1 
3. Relationship Between Matching and Unification 
A transformation f the signature as described above unfortunately hides some properties 
of the relationship between restricted and unrestricted unification. Intuitively one would 
view matching and restricted unification as special cases of unrestricted unification, 
however, this only holds with respect o dif ferent signatures. Before giving some 
examples we recall the unification hierarchy of Siekmarm (1975, 1988). 
A solvable V-restricted E-unification problem ( F~ V )g is called unitary, iff a 
singleton solution base exists. It is ealledfinitary, iff a finite solution base exists and it is 
called infinitary, iff a solution base exists and is infinite. If no solution base exists, the 
problem is calted nullary. These notions are carried over to the theory E for the special 
cases of matching and unrestricted unification: 
E e U, iff all E-unification problems have bases (E is unification based) 
E ~ U 1, fff all E-unification problems areunitary (E has unification type unitary) 
E 6 U~o, fff all E-unification problems are fmitary (E has unification typefinitary) 
E ~ U**, iff E ~ U ,  but E r Uo~ (E has unification type infinitary) 
E ~ Uo, iff E ~ U. (E has unification type nullary) 
Similarily a matching hierarchy is defined with classes 9~, 9Of l, M~, M**, and 9~ 0. 
Now, if matching is just a special form of unification, we assumed intuitively that, 
if every E-unification problem is unitary, this will also hold for every E-matching 
problem; and similarily for the other hierarchy cases: U 1 ~ 9~( 1, Uo~ ~ Mo~ U ~- 
and Mo, ~_ Uo., M o ~ Uo. However, the following counterexample shows that this is 
wrong: U 1 is not a subclass of 91,//(Herold 1987). 
EXAMPLE. Let .Z be a signature with one binary function symbol f, one constant symbol 
1, and no other function and constant symbols. Then the theory of associativity and 
commutativity off with neutral element 1, axiomatized by 
AC1 := {fOe(x, y), z) = f(x, f(y, z)), f(x, y) = f(y, x), f(x, 1) = x], 
has unification type unitary, but it has matching type finitary. The ACl-matching problem 
(f(x, y) = f(z, z) ] {x, y} )aci has a solution base of three ACl-matchers: 
{x +- z, y r {x <---1, y ~--- f(z, z)} and{x r f(z, z), y ~-- 1} 
(The corresponding unrestricted ACl-unification problem has the single most general 
ACl-unif ier {x r f (u , f (u ,  w)), y +-- f(v, f(v, w)), z r f(u, f(v, w))} introducing the 
new variables u, v, w. Notice, that all three rnatchers above are of course instances of 
thsis unifier, for example, we get the first one by instantiation with with the substitution 
(u r v e - - l ,  w ~ z).)  9 
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On the other hand for collapse free theories, that are theories where a non-variable 
term is never E-equal to a variable, all the above inclusions hold (13tirekert 1986): For 
every non-nullary E-unification problem (F/Var(F)  )E all the corresponding V-restricted 
E-unification problems ( F~ V )E with arbitrary subsets V ~ Var(F) have solution bases 
smaller than the solution base of (F/Var(F) )e (cf. also Btirckert 1986). 
THEOREM 1. Let E be collapse free. Let ( F / Vat(l-) )E be an E-unification problem, 
such that the solution base #UE( F / Var( F) ) exists. Then the bases IIU~( F / V) 
exist for all V ~ Var(F). Furthermore V c_ W c Var(F) implies that there are 
bases with 12UE(F/ V) ~_#U~(F/ W). 
Proof: Let Uv := {a ~ I.tUs(F / Vat(F)): a = Pa [ Vc] }, where Per is a renaming of V. 
Then the set U c .'= {(pdcr)/v: a ~ Uv} is a solution base for the V-restricted E-unification 
problem (F /V  )8. Obviously every substitution i U c is a solution. For completeness let 
be an arbitrary solution of (F /V)E ,  i.e., DOMS = V and ~ =8 6t for all s = t in F. By 
definition 6 is also a solution to the unrestricted problem, hence there is a solution 
cr E #UE(F / Var(F)), that is more general: 8 =E Xcr [Var(F)] for some suitable •. By 
DOM5 = V we have that w = ~w =E Xow for all w ~ V c and hence, since E is collapse 
free, Pa := a/ve must be a renaming of V c, i.e., a ~ Uv. Since (p~cr)/v is E-equivalent to 
cr onVar(F), ~ is also an instance of (paca)/v. This proves completeness of U c. By the 
last argument i is also easy to see that U c is minimal. 
The second part of the theorem follows immediately from the fact that some/.rUE(F~ V) 
can be generated from #U~(F/W) by a similar construction as above. 9 
Schmidt-Schaul3 (1986) gives a result on the combination of E-unification and sort 
unification, that shows that the well-sorted most general E-unifiers of a given problem can 
be computed from the (unsorted) most general E-unifiers of this problem in an analogous 
way. Theorem 1 can also be obtained from this result by an extension of the signature 
with some suitable sort structure (and similarily vice versa). 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a collapse free theory. 
(i) ( F /  V )8 is unitary for all V ff Var(1-), i f (F~ Var(1-) )E is unitary. 
(ii) ( F/  V )E isfinitaryfor all V cVar(F), if ( C/ Var(F) )8 is finitary. 
(iii) ( F/  V ) E has a base for all V ff Var(1-), if ( F/  Var(I') )E has a base. 
For the other two cases we have: 
(iv) ( F / Var( F) )E is not finitary, if ( F / V )E is infinitary for some V ~ Var(1-). 
(v ) ( F / Var( F) )e must be nullary, if ( F / V )~ is nullary for some V c Var( l"). 
COROLLARY 2. Let E be collapse free. Then 
(i) E ~ r 1 implies E ~ 9ff 1, 
(ii) E ~ 72co implies E ~ 9ffc~ 
(iii) E ~ U implies E ~ 9v[, and hence E ~ 9vf o implies E e 720. 
An analysis of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that we can generalize some of these 
results. 
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THEOREM 2. a) Let E be any equational theory. Let cU be a complete set of 
solutions for the E-unifieation problem ( F /  Var(1] )E and let cUabe complete 
solutions ets for  the problems ( ow = w: w ~ V c / Var(oV c) )E for all cr ~ cU 
with cr--E e [Var(1-)l. Then the set 
U c := {(O~r)/v: cr~ cU, cr=ee[Var(F)], O~ cUe} 
is a complete solution set of ( F /  V )~for each V ~ Var(F). 
b) Let E be a theory, such that all problems ( t = x~ V )e with V f f  Var(O and 
x e~ Var(O are unitary (finitary) and let ( I ' /Var(F)  )E be a unitary (finitary) 
E-unification problem. Then the V-restricted E-unification problems ( F /  V )e 
are unitary (finitary) for all V c Vat(l"). 
Proof: a) We assume the solution to satisfy suitable separation conditions. Let V be a 
subset of Var(F). Correctness of U c is obvious. For completeness let • ~ Us(F~ V). 
Then there is acr ~ cU with 8 =~ 2,cr[Var(F)]. Since DOMSc V, we have ~,ow =e w 
for all blocked variables w ~ V c, i.e., ~,]Var(aV c) ~ U Jow = w: w ~ V c / Var(crVc)). 
Hence there is a more general 0 ~ cUo, i.e., ;L/Var(av c) =E 110 [ Vet-) Var(crVc)] 9 Since 
DOMO c Var(crVc), we have #w =E w Vw ~ V c. We can choose/.t, such that/.tx = Lx 
and hence pOx = 2,x for all x ~ Var(oV)lVar(oVc). Hence 2, =E/.tO [Var(aI-)]. Together 
we get ~ >-~ (Ocr)/v [Var(F)]: For all v ~ V Sv =E )~ov =g/.t0ow = I~(Ocr)/vV and for 
allw ~ VC~w = w =e/.tw = la(Ocr)/vW. This proves completeness of U c. 
b) Let #U~/')  be a singleton and let all problems ( t= x~ V)E with VffVar(O be unitary. 
By the two Decomposition Theorems #U a := I.tUg(o'w = w: w ~ V c / Var(crVc)) are 
singletons for cr ~ I~UE(~ with a----/~ e [Var(1-)]. Hence the set 
U c := {(Ocr)/v: cr~ I~Ue(F/Var(1-)), cr~ e e [Var(1-)], 0 ~ I~Ua] 
is a singleton and by a) complete, and therefore it is a unitary solution base for(F~ V)g. 
In the finitarity case we obtain that U c is a finite complete solution set for ( F~ V)E. 9 
In order to show unitarity (finitarity) of (F /V)E  for a distinguished V f f  Var(~, it 
is enough to require unitarity (finitarity) of the bases #UE(ow = w: w ~ V c / Var(oVc)}. 
The following necessary and sufficient est criterion for g/i-theories (g/m-theories) tobe 
also unitary (finitary) with respect to matching is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2b. 
COROLLARY 3. Let E be any equational theory. Then: 
(i) For all E ~ U 1 holds: 
E ~ 9ff 1 iffallproblems (t  = x~ V)zwith V ~Var(t) are unitary. 
(ii) For all E ~ Umholds: 
E ~ 9~o iff all problems (t = x / V )E with V ~ Var(t) are finitary. 
We close the section with an example for these last results. 
EXAMPLE. Let E := {f(g(x)) = x, g(f(x)) = x} be an axiomatization of a theory over the 
signature that contains just the unary function symbols f and g and infinitely many 
variables. Then the E-unification problem (f(f(x)) = f(y) / {x,y} )~ has a solution base 
with the single substitution cr := {x r v, y r f(v)}. We cannot apply Theorem 1 in 
order to get E-matchers for this problem, since theoryE is not collapse free. However, 
with Theorem 2a we obtain that both E-matching problems (f(f(x)) = f(y) / {x} )~ and 
(f(f(x)) = f (y) /{y} )E are also unitary and we have the solution bases consisting of 
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{x r g(y)} and {y r respectively. The most general solution o'of the unification 
problem is equivalent to the empty substitution on the blocked variable of each of the two 
cases, and the problems ( ow = w: w e Vc/Var(crV c) )~ occurring in the corresponding 
complete solution sets U c, i.e. (f(v) = y / {v} )E and (v  = x / {v} )~ are also unitary. II 
4. A Counterintuitive Undecidability Result 
The above results suggest a procedure to compute bases of E-marchers or restricted 
E-unifiers by solving the corresponding unrestricted E-unification problem and transform 
its solution base into a base for the restricted E-unification problem. However, in general 
we do not know how to compute a base for the unrestricted E-unification problem. Even 
worse, as the example below shows, we may be able to decide unifiability, but it is still 
impossible to generate solution bases or even complete solution sets. 
We first construct a theory, where unifiability is decidable, but restricted unifiability 
is undecidable. This is equivalent to the fact that unifiability may become undecidable, 
when we add new free constant symbols. In a second step we modify the theory, such 
that unifiability remains till decidable, but now sovability of certain matching problems is 
undecidable. Thus this is in particular afurther example that demonstrates the problems 
that arise, if we consider matching as special unification without fixing the signatures. A 
basic idea of the example is due to Schmidt-Schaug (1986/87). 
Let X' be a signature with wo binary functions f and g' and at least one constant 
c'. Then the theory of associativity o f f  and distribufivity of g' overf  is axiomatized by 
DA := { f'(x, g'(y, z)) = g'(f'(x, y), f'(x, z)) , 
y'(g'(x, y), z) = g'(f'(x, z), 1"(y, z)) , 
fl(f'(x, y), z) = f'(x, f (y ,  z)) }. 
The problem, whether or not an unrestricted DA-unification problem is solvable, is 
known to be undecidable (Siekmann & Szabo 1988). 
Let us consider the signature ~I with two ternary functionsfand g and one constant 
a. Then the theory DA is extended to the ternary functions and all terms starting with fo r  
g and with a non-variable as third arguments are identifed with the constant a. Notice, 
that especially all ground terms are then equal to the constant a. 
E 1 := { f(x, g(y, z, v), v) = g(f(x, y, v), f(x, z, v), v) , 
f(g(x, y, v), z, v) = g(f(x, z, v), f(y, z, v), v) , 
f(f(x, y, v), z, v) = f(x, f(y, z, v), v) , 
f(x, y, a) = a ,  f(x, y, f(u, v, w)) = a ,  f(x, y, g(u, v, w)) = a 
g(x, y, a) = a ,  g(x, y, f(u, v, w)) = a ,  g(x, y,  g(u, v, w)) = a }. 
In this theory every unification problem is trivially solvable by substituting a for each 
variable, since then all terms will become qual to a. However, if we introduce a new free 
constant b, a subset of the terms, where the third argument is always b, is isomorphic to 
the terms of the above signature 2' and hence unification will be undecidable. Obviously 
this is equivalent to the undecidability of certain restricted El-unification problems: Just 
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take the terms, where instead of b the third argument is a variable that has to play the role 
of a blocked variable. In other words solvability of the restricted E 1-unification problems 
(s  = t~ Vat(s, t) \ {v) ), where s and t start with fo r  g and the third argument is the 
Nocked variable v, is undecidable. 
Next we extend the signature .,~j with a binary function h and a unary function k 
and we add the following new axioms to E 1 
f(x, y, h(u, v, w)) = a ,  f(x, y, k(v)) = a ,  
g(x, y, h(u, v, w)) = a ,  g(x, y, k(v)) = a ,  
h(x, x, y) = k(y). 
We obtain a theory E2, where unification is again decidable, but matching is undecidable. 
The first axioms guarantee that E 2 behaves imilarily to Et: Non-variables in the third 
argument o f f  and g make such terms equal to a. The last axiom allows the reduction of 
certain E2-matching problems to the above class of undecidable r stricted El-unification 
problems. 
Obviously two terms s and t are E2-unifiable, iff one of the following four cases holds 
- their top-symbols aref  g or a 
- their top-symbols are h and either the corresponding direct subterms are 
E2-unifiable or the third direct subtemas and the first and second subterms of s 
and t are E2-unifiaNe 
- their top-symbols are k and the direct subterms are E2-unifiable 
- one  top-symbol is h, the other is k and the first and second irect subterm of h as 
well as the direct subterm of the k and the third direct subterm of h are 
E2-unifiable. 
Now, the E2-matching problems of the form ( h(s, t, v) = k(v) / Var(s, t) \ (v} ), where s 
and t have top-symbols f or g and third argument v, have the same solutions as the 
restricted El-unification problems ( s = t /Var (s ,  t) \ {v} ). Hence these matching 
problems are undecidable. 9 
5.  Conc lus ion  
The problems of the relationship between matching and unification are closely related to 
the problems of changes of the signature. In fact this is a special case of the well-known 
combination problem for unification, namely combining unification in a theory E with 
unification in the empty theory (for free constants). The general problem is investigated 
by Kirchner (1985), Yellick (1985), Herold (1986), Tiden (1986) for combining two 
collapse free theories with disjoint signatures, and recently Schmidt-Schaug (1988) 
tackled the combination of arbitrary theories with disjoint signatures. However, all these 
results require that the signatures contain (infinitely many) free constants. 
Our results imply that for collapse free theories the classes of the unification 
hierarchy are closed under signature xtensions with free constants, i.e., a collapse free 
theory of a given unification type will not change its type when the signature is enlarged 
by free constants. The counterexamples show that the full classes of the unification 
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hierarchy will not necessarily possess this closure property. 
Collapse freeness can be weakened to 'almost collapse freeness', where the addition 
of projection axioms, that are axioms of the formf(x 1.... ,x n) = x i with pairwise different 
variables xl ..... x,z, will not destroy the unification behaviour of the thus extended 
equational theory (Btirckert 1986). However, there are also proper collapse theories that 
will not change their unification type under extension with free constants. Corollary 3 
implies that the unification types unitary and finitary will not be changed, iff the special 
problems of unifying terms with free constants are all unitary or finitary. 
Hence we have the following open problems that should be investigated in the future: 
1. Find a characterization of theories that will not change their unification type under 
extensions of the signature with free constants or more generally with free functions! 
2. Disprove (by counterexampIes) that the unification type changes under extension with 
free constants (free functions) - for  all possible changes between the unification types/ 
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